
COMMUNICATING 
RESEARCH
How research conducted in Yellowstone National Park communicated to others.



150
research projects take place 

in Yellowstone each year.

Starting as letters and journal entries, 
there is a long standing history of study 

with in Yellowstone National Park.  

Researchers come from all over 
the globe to study the park and 

everything in it.

“Many of these scientific 
studies have ramifications 

far beyond Yellowstone 
National Park.”

    National Park Service

Research in Yellowstone
Year round researchers visit Yellowstone to study everything 
from the ecosystem to geology to the how microorganisms 
might show how life could exist on other planets.

158 YEARS



Research Process

1. Research starts o� 

with a question or and 

idea to be investigated 

further.

3. A field visit to the park is 

made to carry out the specified  

research plan.

5. Final findings are 

organized into results, 

reports, journal articles 

and more.

4. The gathered data is 

organized and analyzed 

to find insights.

2. All research withing Yellowstone National 

Park must have a permit. Obtaining a permit is 

a process in itself. Each application is carefully 

chosen for relevance and adherence to 

conservation procedures

?
Question

Obtain a Permit

Field Research

Analyze

Report



Research happens here.
But does anyone notice?
Millions of people walk by the sites where vital park 
research is taking place without ever being aware that 
it is going on and of what importance it might be.



Research determines what survives and dies.

Research determines how we interact with the park.

In recent years numbers of visitors to Yellowstone National 
Park have dramatically increased to over 4 million per year. 
These numbers are urging research into how we might 
better interact with the over-taxed infrastructure of the park. 

In 1995, wolves were re-introduced to Yellowstone 
changing the ecosystem drastically. Some species 
numbers began to be reduced while others flourished.

In 1995, wolves were re-introduced to Yellowstone 
changing the ecosystem drastically. Some species 
numbers began to be reduced while others flourished.

Yellowstone is a national treasure to many of us, to some it 
could be seen as a geo-thermal gold mine that could be 
exploited to profit from the land. Research will be key to 
how we make decisions about public lands in the future.

Research determines the FUTURE.

Research helps us understand the world 
around us and our place in it



Research can be....

COMPELLING
FUN

EMOTIONAL
CHALLENGING

EXCITING
INSIGHTFUL

SURPRISING
LIFE CHANGING

CRUCIAL

but sometimes comes 
across as....



Relationships are forged 
between all those involved in 
and around the park with a few 
notable exceptions. These 
relationships are crucial in 
order to make decisions and 
protect the park.

Researcher      Visitor
Relationship between researchers 
and visitors and not allowed to exist 
in the park. Many research projects 
are funded from tax dollars paid by 
Visitors and the general public.

Researcher

Park Service

Visitor

Law Maker

Wilderness

Research 

ScientistPark Service VisitorLaw Maker Universities

IRMA ArchivePublishing

Research is disseminated and used 
to form relationships



It all ends up somewhere...
The national Park service and Yellowstone National Park house 

multiple archives and collections with documents, artifacts, oral 

histories, maps, and photographs dating back to the first days of 

the park. Included in these are surveys and research documents 

for all o�cial research that takes place in Yellowstone.

IRMA -The Integrated Resource Management Application is a 

digital archive of each research study taking place in all if the 

national parks. IRMA also includes current surveys, species 

information, and parks planning data.



OPPORTUNITY
With over 150 research projects taking place in Yellowstone National 
Park, current research, though available to anyone, can be di�cult to find 
and understand. There is an opportunity for research to reach broader 
audiences, forging connections and leading to change.



“...scientists have a responsibility to 
explain what they do to others, particularly 
the taxpaying public, in ways that are both 
clear and compelling.”



The digital platform to help public land visitors locate and engage with research

RE   SEARCH
Experience Where Research Happens

Find Research Sites 

Dive into a Research Topic

Adventure and Make a Field Visit

Take Learning with you in the Mobile App

Return and Continue Learning with Study Updates



Locate and Engage it with RE   SEARCH



Locate and Plan 

Search by Location Filter and Select Search by Topic



Visit and Explore

Find Close ResearchDirections to Site Learn on Site Mark for Later Learning



Learn

Researcher Curated Learning Study Specific Information Continue Learning with External LinksContinue Learning with External LinksStudy Specific Information Continue Learning with External Links



Deep-Dive External 
Learning Links

Topic Overview

Connect to the 
research team

Why is this study 
important to the topic?

Related & Nearby 
Studies

Pinpoint Research 
Locations

Keep up to date with 
the researchers

Research Study Page



Deep-Dive External 
Learning Links

Related & Nearby 
Studies

Pinpoint Research 
Locations

Keep up to date with 
the researchers

Where will                                   take you next?RE   SEARCH
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